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The Research Paper and the World Wide Web
1998

this collection brings together the most interesting and
outstanding papers from the internet research conference held
in toronto in 2003 taken individually each paper makes an
important contribution to the emerging field of internet
research but the collection as a whole presents key
perspectives on the most significant directions in the field
in particular the papers discuss how we must now consider the
relationship of internet based activities to those offline
rather than concentrating exclusively on the virtual papers
advance important ideas and present research findings in
relation to information theory the internet at home
theorizing time and the internet online activism the digital
divide and more this annual the second in the series
demonstrates the vibrant and diverse nature of internet
scholarship fostered by the association of internet
researchers

The Research Paper
2006-05-01

this book is intended for anyone wants to research social
health educational and business issues it is ideal for
students researchers marketers planners and policymakers who
design and manage public and private agencies conduct
research studies and prepare strategic plans and grant
proposals this new edition includes flow diagrams to assist
the reader in linking each step of the review to the contents
of each chapter new references and other online resources to
help users learn more about literature reviews links to
online literature reviews and meta analyses guidance in
choosing online public and private bibliographic databases
for literature reviews guidance about searching the web for
research information the text also discusses the use of
boolean operators for simple and advanced searches tells
readers how to use bibliographic software to organize
literature reviews and search the virtual file cabinet and
describes how to synthesize the literature as a stand alone
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report or as a component of a paper or proposal to justify
the need for and significance of research and or to explain a
study s findings

Internet Research Annual
2005

internet research annual offers a selection of the best work
presented at the first three conferences of the association
of internet researchers and provides a useful overview of the
cutting edge in internet studies established scholars and new
researchers address issues such as communities on off line
the internet as a methodological tool and space for research
and the places politics and policies of the internet creating
a volume that comprehensively covers the field of internet
research also included are a brief history of the
organization a list of previously published papers from the
conferences and works by several of the keynote speakers
including phil agre barbara warnick bill dutton sheizaf
rafaeli susan herring robin mansell and much more

Conducting Research Literature Reviews
2010

this book offers you complete yet concise coverage of
traditional and online research it s full of practical
writing assignments as well as sample papers examples
activities and documentation styles across disciplines back
cover toward the end of this book the authors offer
suggestions on how to integrate what you have discovered into
your writing so that it sounds like you and not a collection
of other people s ideas pref

Internet Research Annual
2004

helping today s writers tap into technology this systematic
non technical state of the art guide to writing research
papers using the demonstrates how to use tools to search the
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and libraries on the internet provides starting points for
finding local and world wide resources on the internet and
suggests ways to organize all the information once gathered
begins with a thorough review of the research process
provides a strong link between library and research and helps
readers map out effective searching strategies includes
current documentation citation styles for all standard
sources print as well as and contains new sections on
summarizing paraphrasing and quoting sources dedicates entire
chapters to evaluating sources using mail newsgroups forums
and listservs as research tools taking notes and organizing
information presents a beginner s guide to the internet and
offers an online companion website that complements both
chapter content and end of chapter exercises for anyone
writing research papers who wants to get the most out of
available print and online resources

Research Paper
2002-06

today s researchers have access to more information than ever
before yet the new material is both overwhelming in quantity
and variable in quality how can scholars survive these twin
problems and produce groundbreaking research using the
physical and electronic resources available in the modern
university research library in digital paper andrew abbott
provides some much needed answers to that question abbott
tells what every senior researcher knows that research is not
a mechanical linear process but a thoughtful and adventurous
journey through a nonlinear world he breaks library research
down into seven basic and simultaneous tasks design search
scanning browsing reading analyzing filing and writing he
moves the reader through the phases of research from
confusion to organization from vague idea to polished result
he teaches how to evaluate data and prior research how to
follow a trail to elusive treasures how to organize a project
when to start over when to ask for help he shows how an
understanding of scholarly values a commitment to hard work
and the flexibility to change direction combine to enable the
researcher to turn a daunting mass of found material into an
effective paper or thesis more than a mere how to manual
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abbott s guidebook helps teach good habits for acquiring
knowledge the foundation of knowledge worth knowing those
looking for ten easy steps to a perfect paper may want to
look elsewhere but serious scholars who want their work to
stand the test of time will appreciate abbott s unique
forthright approach and relish every page of digital paper

The Research Paper and the World Wide Web
2000

history of the internet in korea internet statistics part 1
services 1 history of the internet in korea 2 internet
convergence services 3 history of the internet in korea 4
history of the internet in korea 5 internet economy part 2
utilization 1 internet use 2 promotion of internet use 3
internet security part 3 infrastructure 1 internet
infrastructure 2 internet address resources 3 internet
technologies 4 acts and regulations for the internet list of
major internet related organizations list of korean isps
about kisa

Digital Paper
2014-08-04

textbook

Korea Internet White Paper 2015
2015-12-25

the strength of the internet lies in its original design
which in some ways mirrors democratic ideas as with the
separation of powers in a true democratic state the
architecture of the internet has no centre of control and
allows power to flow from the bottom up and even from the
margins rather than always from above during the past few
years policymakers have directed their attention towards the
top layers of the internet stack those where the effect on
democracy is more easily observable little attention has been
paid to the infrastructure of the internet the part that is
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invisible to users yet constitutes the essence of what the
internet is really about this paper seeks to alert democratic
stakeholders to often ignored aspects of the digital threats
to democracy and to highlight the key weak spots of the
internet as an infrastructure upon which democracy itself
partly rests

Internet Research Annual
2007

seminar paper from the year 2010 in the subject business
economics marketing corporate communication crm market
research social media grade 1 3 akad university of applied
sciences pinneberg course market research language english
abstract companies constantly have to make decisions about
the products and services they offer in order to create
successful products and services it is necessary to know how
consumers can become customers therefore it is essential for
a company to under stand who their potential customers as
well as potential competitors are accord ing to kotler keller
it is the job of marketing researchers to produce insight
into the customer s attitude and buying behavior over the
last years the internet has been a fast developing technology
especially services like email or chat rooms are used in
everyday life by millions of people 2 the usage of the
internet has spread very fast through nearly the whole
society it is estimated that today nearly 67 of u s
households have access to the internet kotler keller state
that online research was estimated to make up 33 of all
survey based research in 2006 and internet based
questionnaires also accounted for nearly one third of u s
spending in market research surveys in the same year this
raises the question whether the internet is a suitable device
for market research this paper will discuss the use of the
internet for conducting market research on sales markets
first the concept of market research as well as what is
understood by the term internet will be defined thereafter it
will be discussed whether and how the internet can be of
assistance to market research
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Internet Research Annual
2006-12

this book collects a selection of the papers presented at the
21st international tyrrhenian workshop on digital
communications organized by cnit and dedicated this year to
the theme trustworthy internet the workshop provided a lively
discussion on the challenges involved in reshaping the
internet into a trustworthy reality articulated around the
internet by and for people the internet of contents the
internet of services and the internet of things supported by
the network infrastructure foundation the papers have been
revised after the workshop to take account of feedbacks
received by the audience the book also includes i an
introduction by the editors setting the scene and presenting
evolution scenarios ii five papers written by the session
chairmen reputed scientists and each dedicated to a facet of
the trustworthy internet vision iii a concluding paper
reporting the outcomes of a panel held at the conclusion of
the workshop written by the two keynote speakers

The Democratic Nature of the Internet’s
Infrastructure: Discussion Paper 3/2023
2023-05-26

commemorating the 25th anniversary of the telecommunications
policy research conference tprc this volume begins with a
historical survey of a quarter century of tprc meetings as
one measure of change in and research about the
telecommunications industry additional papers reflecting the
ongoing pace of change in technological economic and policy
issues are organized around four topics economic analysis of
local and international telephone policy media industry
studies including video competition guidelines for children s
educational television and the setting of am stereo standards
applications and policy regarding the internet and
comparative studies in telephone and satellite policy
collectively the contents of this volume assess key issues
for scholars policymakers and practitioners research reported
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in this volume illustrates the continually expanding scope of
scholarly concerns about the telecommunications and
information industry and contributes to further policy
research and analysis

The Internet as a Device for Market
Research
2010-09

over one billion people use the internet globally
psychologists are beginning to understand what people do
online and the impact being online has on behaviour it s
making us re think many of our existing assumptions about
what it means to be a social being for instance if we can
talk flirt meet people and fall in love online this
challenges many of psychology s theories that intimacy or
understanding requires physical co presence the oxford
handbook of internet psychology brings together many of the
leading researchers in what can be termed internet psychology
though a very new area of research it is growing at a
phenomenal pace in addition to well studied areas of
investigation such as social identity theory computer
mediated communication and virtual communities the volume
also includes chapters on topics as diverse as deception and
misrepresentation attitude change and persuasion online
internet addiction online relationships privacy and trust
health and leisure use of the internet and the nature of
interactivity with over 30 chapters written by experts in the
field the range and depth of coverage is unequalled and
serves to define this emerging area of research uniquely this
content is supported by an entire section covering the use of
the internet as a research tool including qualitative and
quantitative methods online survey design personality testing
ethics and technological and design issues while it is likely
to be a popular research resource to be dipped into as a
whole volume it is coherent and compelling enough to act as a
single text book the oxford handbook of internet psychology
is the definitive text on this burgeoning field it will be an
essential resource for anyone interested in the psychological
aspects of internet use or planning to conduct research using
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the net

Trustworthy Internet
2011-06-17

pre university paper from the year 2010 in the subject
english discussion and essays grade 1 7 language english
abstract in just ca 15 years the internet has established a
firm connection to almost everybody s life and thanks to the
freedom of speech and human nature the differences in
opinions are inevitable but how boring would be the world if
everyone had the same view especially on something
revolutionary as the world wide the well of endless
opportunities for some it s frightening for some it s
essential but what is it for you that is for you to find out
but maybe i can give you some insight of course it is out of
the question that one can cover all of the topics concerning
this matter even less undertaking the attempt to read it many
tried the impossible and many failed but i will try anyway so
for your sake and for the sake of my graduation i will pass
my knowledge to you the reader but in reasonable bits and not
without loosening up the usually humorless text i want you to
imagine this text as one of your favorite stories not as an
academic paper acquiring all of the information is
unnecessary but what you need to know will flow in your head
nicely if it is decoratively wrapped up nevertheless since
time is money and i have neither i now clear the stage and
open the curtains for the famed internet sit back and enjoy
the show

Telephony, the Internet, and the Media
2013-11-26

this volume explores the many complex issues and challenges
that confront governments technocrats business people and
others as they try to create and implement rules for a truly
global interoperable internet
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Oxford Handbook of Internet Psychology
2009-02-12

the internet has impacted on the media in many crucial ways
practices and laws have evolved and the internet has even
exerted an existential influence over the format and
viability of contemporary media outlets in order to explore
this important and on going interaction the fifth free speech
discussion forum assembled in london in 2012 involving a
combination of leading scholars and practicing lawyers from
north america and europe the papers in this collection
therefore reflect a rich range of jurisdictions and
experiences with comparative approaches strongly to the fore
some chapters deal directly with issues around the battles
for survival of the established print and broadcast media in
an internet age the internet is also having profound effects
on the delivery of mass free speech by forcing us to
reconsider new approaches to legal designs and practices
especially within the jurisprudence of privacy defamation
obscenity and counter terrorism at the same time the internet
must be equally acknowledged as offering considerable
advantages for the production and publication of free speech
by opening sources of information and channels of
communication those who ignore the internet s transformative
capacity in the development of media law invite the fate of
early redundancy or easy evasion thus the chapters in this
book offer original and authoritative insights into core
debates around the interactions between the internet media
and law

Copyright & the Internet
1997-01-01

the developing peculiarity of the internet of things iot
which is that any thing equipped for being associated with
the internet will be presents a remarkable chance for
organizations utilizing a broad writing audit the flow
research analyzes the critical change in showcasing
techniques that need to happen to focus on the millennial age
of as they embrace iot most examination characterizes the
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millennial age as those brought into the world from the mid
1980s to the mid 2000s as people in this age become older
there are two social ramifications 1 their acknowledgment of
innovation proposes they will rush to embrace iot and 2 their
developing buying power and purchaser conduct make them an
optimal objective for advertisers recent college grads who
take on iot offer their information all the more eagerly to
advertisers and firms which makes it simpler for advertisers
to exactly gather information and target clients more
furthermore iot gadgets will empower different stages for
content promoting that are fundamentally unique in relation
to and more successful than a 30 second tv plug or an
advanced pennant notice advertising messages will

The Internet and its Impact on Society
2013-01-08

seminar paper from the year 2015 in the subject american
studies linguistics grade 2 3 johannes gutenberg university
mainz language english abstract the internet has enabled
people from all over the world with different backgrounds and
different social status to communicate with each other
through instant messaging and other platforms it has become
possible to have written conversations with another person
therefore the internet has become an important part of
communication and over time different ways of communicating
and expressing oneself on the internet have developed this
has different reasons and meanings to understand this various
aspects have to be taken into account in this paper i will
focus on the social factors of the question what internet
language is and how it developed and continues to develop
first of all i will examine to what extent internet language
is jargon or slang and the reasons for this in order to do
that it first has to be looked at what the differences
between the two types of language usages are and special
attention has to be paid to who uses these varieties and how
they are used by these people it also has to be looked at
where on the internet these forms are used and what the
meanings of the use of such a language are to determine what
internet language actually is in the second part of this
paper i will continue to discuss my findings of the first
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part in terms of the social aspects of internet language and
its meaning for the construction of identities and judgment
of others therefore my paper will focus on the question of
what social identity or construction of identity and
identification with a certain social and age group has to do
with different language usage among different groups of
internet users i will argue that language use on the internet
functions as a method of social identification with and among
certain user groups and differentiation from other groups

Governing the Internet
2001

this book shows how to interpret and analyze published and
unpublished research literature the author unravels the
intricacies of selecting questions to maximize the efficiency
of the review identifying subject headings and key words for
electronic searches identifying the most appropriate
databases including supplementing computer and based searches
identifying and dealing with unpublished studies setting
inclusion and exclusion criteria justifying methods for
reviewing only the highest quality literature preparing a
structured literature abstraction form ensuring the
reliability and validity of the review synthesizing and
reporting results conducting and evaluating descriptive
literature reviews and how to understand and evaluate the
principles of meta analysis

Free Speech in an Internet Era
2013

seminar paper from the year 2016 in the subject
communications media and politics politic communications
language english abstract the purpose of this paper is to
take a closer look at the problem of fake news and to
evaluate if regulations of any kind could have a positive
impact the two following questions will be front and center
what are the primary challenges to internet regulation in
general and fake news in particular what are possible paths
to resolutions to those challenges in order to analyze those
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questions this paper will first address the consumption of
news online and the role social media in particular in a
second step the subject of fake news will be introduced it
will also take a look at the theoretical background and
problems when it comes to regulations of online content then
those problems and possible solutions will be discussed in
connection to the chosen example of fake news lastly the
results will be summarized and a conclusion will be drawn
overall it should be noted that the challenges described in
this paper relate exclusively to political news and cannot be
generalized across all subcategories of news the discussion
will focus primarily on the united states this can mainly be
justified due to their political and economic dominance on
the world stage furthermore major internet companies for
instance facebook twitter and google are all based in the
united states finally the recent presidential election has
provoked an international debate and offers a great basis for
further analysis events during the past decade have
demonstrated that social media such as facebook twitter and
youtube are changing the way individuals consume and share
news news stories can be distributed across borders and
discussed by people around the world within minutes one
example includes news of the protests in the middle east that
spread through the social media networks twitter and facebook
situations like this demonstra

Use of IoT - Internet of things
2022-05-31

this book constitutes the proceedings of the 15th
international conference on risks and security of internet
and systems critis 2020 which took place during november 4 6
2020 the conference was originally planned to take place in
paris france but had to change to an online format due to the
covid 19 pandemic the 16 full and 7 short papers included in
this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 44
submissions in addition the book contains one invited talk in
full paper length the papers were organized in topical
sections named vulnerabilities attacks and intrusion
detection tls openness and security control access control
risk assessment and security knowledge risk analysis neural
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networks and protection infrastructure security and malware
detection

Internet Language and Group
Identification
2018-05-27

the papers in this volume were presented at the workshop
innovative internet community systems 2003 held on june 19 21
2003 in leipzig iics 2003 was the
thirdworkshopintheiicsseries thepurposeofthese workshopsisto
bring together researchers in the area of system and
information management for the next generation internet ngi
like the preceding two workshops iics 2001 and iics 2002 this
year s workshop was organized by the gesellschaft fur
informatik gi in germany to support the exchange of
experiences results and technology in the area of focus the
21 papers 2 invited 19 other contributions presented at the
conference and in the present volume were selected from more
than 30 submissions every submission was fully reviewed by 3
members of the program committee we wish to thank all those
who made the meeting possible the authors for submitting
papers the members of the program committee for their
excellent work and the two invited speakers we wish to
express our sincere apprec tion to regine gabler university
of leipzig and barbara hamann technical university ilmenau
for their great e orts and perfect work concerning the
ministrative details associated with the workshop and the
preparation of this volume finally we wish to acknowledge the
substantial help provided by our sponsors the university of
leipzig the technical university ilmenau and the tkk
techniker krankenkasse leipzig august 2003 thomas b ohme
gerhard heyer herwig unger vi organization organization iics
2003 was organized by the gesellschaft fur informatik gi in
germany

Conducting Research Literature Reviews
1998-04-21
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green blockchain technology for sustainable smart cities
presents a detailed exploration of the adaptation and
implementation of green blockchain technology for sustainable
and eco friendly smart city applications this book covers all
aspects of the topic and explores smart cities ecosystem
applications of blockchain technology novel architectural and
business blockchain use case solutions in smart city
implementations are at the core of this book which will be
beneficial for all researchers engineers graduate students
smart city practitioners and city administrators who are
engaged in green blockchain and smart cities related
technologies covers a wide variety of topics offers readers
multiple perspectives from a variety of disciplines written
by an internationally diverse group of experts in their
respective fields includes a section on use cases as well as
current challenges and future directions

The Problem of "Fake News". What are the
Challenges to Internet Regulation?
2019-04-19

seminar paper from the year 2010 in the subject business
economics business management corporate governance grade 1 0
university of applied sciences stuttgart language english
abstract the importance of the internet one of the most
important trends over the last years was undisputedly the
swift development from an industrial to the so called
information society1 with the world wide leading the way
according to a study of the eito2 in 2008 1 23 billion people
worldwide used the internet in this year 2010 it will likely
be about 1 5 billion people fig 1 not including the numerous
cell phone users going online by mobile telephony connection
3 approximately 60 of the german population work with the
internet habitually tending upwards 2 to 3 yearly furthermore
computers and laptops with an internet termination are
available in 75 of german households the social
reorganisation launches changes that not only individuals but
above all companies should take into consideration being
responsive to it this requires an adoption of every corporate
division to the increasing virtualization strategic changes
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the economic system is strongly shaped by prearranged
framework conditions especially by the markets companies have
to adapt in the extent external factors e g the internet are
modifying markets to remain competitive characteristics of
the internet changing markets are velocity of information
transfer synchronicity or interactivity small operating costs
to be or remain successful in such an internet economy it is
not sufficient to react to superficial changes but trends
have to be identified early and incorporated actively in the
company s strategy as well as in the resulting division
strategy litical and cultural activity

ECRM2014-Proceedings of the 13th European
Conference on Research Methodology for
Business and Management Studies
2014-06-16

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the first
international symposium on mobile internet security mobisec
2017 held in jeju island republic of korea in october 2017
the 13 revised full papers along with a short paper presented
were carefully reviewed and selected from 44 submissions they
are closely related to various theories and practical
applications in mobility management to highlight the state of
the art research

Risks and Security of Internet and
Systems
2021-02-11

this paper analyzes the process of internet diffusion across
the world using a panel of 199 countries during 1990 2004 the
authors group countries in two categories low and high income
countries and show that the internet diffusion process is
well characterized by an s shape curve for both groups low
income countries display a steeper diffusion curve that is
equivalent to a right shift of the diffusion curve for high
income countries the estimated diffusion curves provide
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evidence of a catching up process although a very slow one
the paper explores the determinants of internet diffusion at
the country level and across the same income groups the most
novel finding is that network effects seem to be crucial the
number of internet users in a country in a given year is
positively associated with the number of users in the
previous year the findings also show that the degree of
competition in the provision of internet service contributes
positively to its diffusion and there are significant
positive language externalities

Innovative Internet Community Systems
2003-12-15

analysis of factors influencing online newspaper reading
behaviornowadays online newspapers will be popular to let
readers to read any newspapers news from internet it showed
that for online newspapers reader s intention is influenced
by performance expectancy habit and the habit of reading a
print newspapers so newspapers consumer personal reading
behavior was influenced by intention and habit some reading
behavioral researchers showed some reasons to explain why
traditional paper newspaper readers will like to change
habits to study online newspapers hence changing reading
habit will be one factor to influence traditional paper
newspaper reader individual reading behavior changes to
online newspapers reading habit in fact high technological
communication media will influence mobile phone and internet
both new communication media causes these new communication
medias will bring new print electronic media causes such as
print newspapers online book products some of traditional
paper newspaper readers will choose to read any news from
online newspapers the reasons include free charge reading at
home in convenient not need go out newspapers online
newspapers do not need the reader s hands to touch the black
word paper newspaper to be dirty and waste less time to buy
every day to achieve economic benefit every online newspaper
reader will have this factor to influence whom to change
traditional paper newspaper reading habit the factor shows
that attitude has a direct effect on intentions and is
influenced by performance expectancy and effort expectancy or
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related personal online reading acceptance conceptions
because of whose acceptance of online newspaper reading
attitude is as an important in technology user online
newspaper reading attitude was included additional every
online newspaper reader self efficacy and anxiety are
expected to be minor issue to influence the online newspaper
reader to change whose attitude to choose not to internet
tool to read of an online newspaper however different age
reader either he she is young or old age factor will have
influence whom to choose online newspaper to read e g old age
readers will feel difficult to apply internet technology to
read newspaper otherwise young age readers will feel easy to
apply internet technology to read newspaper so the old or
young age traditional paper newspaper readers when the
acceptance new technological online newspaper to them they
will adopt online newspaper reading attitude to replace
traditional paper newspaper reading habit more easy so their
acceptance new technological of online newspaper reading
attitude will have a direct effect on online newspaper
reading intention and are influenced by both paper and online
newspapers reading enjoyment performance expectation and
online newspapers reading effort expectation when their
expectations were needed to be satisfied more these past
traditional paper newspaper reading experience moreover past
paper newspapers reading behavior and habit should be noted
then these two expectation factors will encourage or persuade
the traditional paper newspaper readers change whose reading
attitude reading habit and reading behavior to read online
newspapers hence the online newspaper readers psychological
factor will influence whose traditional paper newspapers
readers whose reading behavioral changes also it means that
expectation factor will influence the traditional newspaper
readers to change whose counter intentional paper newspaper
reading habit however online newspaper will bring much
knowledge to compare traditional paper newspapers e g real
newspapers news data more meaningfulness news providing the
nature of visiting a news website which can let online news
readers can feel different read model primary on frequency
with relatively little spread in the amounts of time spent at
the site
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Green Blockchain Technology for
Sustainable Smart Cities
2023-05-05

this book reviews problems issues and presentations of the
newest research in the field of cyberwarfare and
cyberterrorism while enormous efficiencies have been gained
as a result of computers and telecommunications technologies
use of these systems and networks translates into a major
concentration of information resources createing a
vulnerability to a host of attacks and exploitations provided
by publisher

Hot Sites
1997

this element shows based on a review of the literature how
digital technology has affected liberal democracies with a
focus on three key aspects of democratic politics political
communication political participation and policy making the
impact of digital technology permeates the entire political
process affecting the flow of information among citizen and
political actors the connection between the mass public and
political elites and the development of policy responses to
societal problems this element discusses how digital
technology has shaped these different domains identifies
areas of research consensus as well as unresolved questions
and argues that a key perspective involves issue definition
that is how the nature of the problems raised by digital
technology is subject to political contestation

Internet Based Service Strategies
2011-07-14

this book provides a comprehensive authoritative and state of
the art discussion of fundamental legal issues in
intermediary liability online while also describing
advancement in intermediary liability theory and identifying
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recent policy trends

Mobile Internet Security
2018-12-29

this book reports on the proceeding of the 5th international
conference on intelligent interactive systems and
applications iisa 2020 held in shanghai china on september 25
27 2020 the iisa proceedings with the latest scientific
findings and methods for solving intriguing problems are a
reference for state of the art works on intelligent and
interactive systems this book covers nine interesting and
current topics on different systems orientations including
analytical systems database management systems electronics
systems energy systems intelligent systems network systems
optimization systems and pattern recognition systems and
applications the chapters included in this book cover
significant recent developments in the field both in terms of
theoretical foundations and their practical application an
important characteristic of the works included here is the
novelty of the solution approaches to the most interesting
applications of intelligent and interactive systems

Official Gazette of the United States
Patent and Trademark Office
2008
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language english abstract this paper is aimed to study how
memes have immensely evolved from the time this word was
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essence of this evolution is based upon our increasing use of
the internet that has greatly transformed our understanding
of memes additionally the widespread use of these internet
memes has influenced sectors like marketing politics and the
civil society in a way no one could have ever imagined hence
a distinct discipline in order to study memes and their role
in shaping social political and economic aspects called
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